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Trading results for the day
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Feedback about training or trader


Teacher trading results and motivation


One secret, insider tip or advice to traders


How to get to training and results of the day


Benefits of learning from a trader


Motivation from a trader + trigger


Trading results for the day

How much money to put into the account?


Deposit in percent


Best minimum deposit


Optimal deposit amount


How to make a deposit on the platform?

Trader's emotions


Discipline


Patience


Appeasement


The main problems of the trader


Ignorance


Inability to draw conclusions


Stupidity

Adapt to the market


Greedy and cunning


Don't avoid your mistakes


Stable trading?

Why do you need binary options?


What is trading for me?


Am I ready to live only with trading?


Do binary options have to be difficult?


Floating money management


Violation of money management


Acceleration of the deposit

Deal diary


Diary of emotions


The main reasons why you need a diary


What to write in a diary


Reasons for opening a deal


Trade size


Study your trading diary


Improve yourself


Study statistics


Trader's diary: it's worth it


Trade must be started and ended with a diary

The most profitable strategy


What is the difference between a trading plan and a trading system


Why the hell do I need a trading plan


Is it possible to violate the trading plan


Profitable and unsuccessful trades


Why did you decide to become a trader?


Specific trading goals


Specifics


Your money management


How much time do you devote to trading


Expected income


Preparing to open a deal


Follow the plan


Perfect trading plan


Putting the plan together

What the graph shows


Currency pair on the chart


Types of charts


Japanese candles


Bars

How to read a currency pair


Types of currency pairs


Major currencies


Exotic pairs


Commodity currencies


The best currency pairs for beginners


Forex market sessions


Which currency pairs are best to trade

Learning the basics


“Successful” strategy


Individual system


How to learn trading?


Create your own


There is no universal profitable strategy


Tips for a young trader


Trader's Grail


How long will the training take?


How real is this?


The future you

Major players in the forex market


Achievements of major players in the foreign exchange market


Everyone is equal in the market


What about Soros?


Manipulators


And what about the “puppeteers” of the cryptocurrency market?


And the stock market?


Preface

The market takes everything into account


Three trends


Main trend


Second trend


Minor trend


Dow trends in short-term intraday trades


3 phases of the market trend


Accumulation phase


Participation phase


Implementation phase (panic)


The trend works as long as there is no indication of its reversal


Confirmation and reversal of the trend


Legacy of Dow theory

Types of Japanese candlesticks


For an uptrend market (bulls)


For a downtrend (bears)


Candles of uncertainty


Reversal candles


Takuri: shadow down


Shooting star: shadow up


Candle combinations


Bullish engulfing


Bearish engulfing


Tweezers


Tweezers, reverse version


Morning Star


Evening Star


Triple turn up


Three candles

Building a trend line


Effectiveness of trend lines


Location of contact zones on the line


Tilt angle


Internal trend lines


Breakout of the trend line


How many trend lines you need


Effective use of trend lines


Practice lines

Simple moving average


Trailing like a trend line


Trailing averages to determine the momentum


Trailing like a support line


Trailing like a resistance line


Correct timeframe


Trailing averages as an indicator of sideways movement


“Speed” trailing


Trailing average strategies


Crossover of two trailing averages


Crossing three trailing averages


Intersection filtering


Golden trailing


Intersection of 10 and 30


Trailing and professionals


Trail, dear

Double top and double bottom


Double bottom


Head and shoulders


Reverse head and shoulders


Growing wedge


Falling wedge


Rectangles


Bearish Rectangle


Bullish Rectangle


Triangles


Ascending Triangle


Descending Triangle


Three types of technical analysis figures


Reversal figures


Trend continuation patterns


Bilateral figures


Catalog of graphic shapes

Math operation with past data


Why indicators are needed


Initial indicators for binary options


The best and most accurate indicator for binary options


What is a reliable indicator for you 


Binary options without indicators


Choose your indicator

Leading indicators


Lagging indicators


Overbought and oversold


Oscillatory strategies


Stochactic + Awesome Oscillator


Correct development of the oscillator

What is the essence of divergence


Explicit divergence


Hidden divergence


Working with divergence


Highs and Lows


Proper use of divergences


Oscillator Crossover


The oscillator leaves the overbought/ oversold zone


Trend lines on the oscillator


9 rules of divergence


Recall the basics


Hidden divergence


Divergence as a statement

Trend


ADX for the trend


Trends and trailing averages


Trends and Bollinger Bands


Consolidation (sideways price movement)


Consolidation: Bollinger Bands


Consolidation: oscillators


Rollback or reversal?


Rollback against the trend


Reversal


How to determine a reversal


Reversal: trend lines


Reversal: price highs and lows


Market price condition

Best timeframe


Long term timeframes


Medium term timeframes


Short term timeframes


Psychological timeframe


Why different timeframes are so important


Practice multiframe analysis


The best combinations of 3 timeframes


Summing up

History of Price Action


Using Price Action


7 popular price action patterns


One week with price action


Summing up

Retracement levels (corrections)


Fibonacci trending up


Fibonacci trending down


When Fibonacci retracement levels don't work


Fibonacci levels and trend line


Fibonacci retracement and Japanese candlesticks


Fibonacci extension levels


Using Fibonacci levels

Robert Prechter


Fractals or impulse waves


Extended impulse waves


Corrective waves


Varieties of corrective waves


Sideways


Triangles


Fractal structures


Elliott wave markings


3 main rules of Elliott Waves


3 practical tips


Red light


Green light


Those Complicated Elliott Waves

The power of supply and demand


Supply and demand mechanics


Support


Resistance


Psychology of support and resistance


Self-fulfilling prophecy


Here everyone is a seller and a buyer


Imbalance of supply and demand


Building a support and resistance level


How to draw support and resistance lines correctly


Contact zones


Dynamic (trend) support and resistance lines


Support and resistance zones


Round numbers


Price channel


Mirror levels


Breakouts and pullbacks


Practice support and resistance


False breakdown


Number of touches


Levels on higher timeframes


Touch zones


Trend line angle


Summing up

Bearish patterns


Bullish Patterns

Trading sessions


Time management rules:


     1. Time to trade


     2. Free up time for trading


     3. Preparation for bidding


     4. Specialization


     5. No retraining


     6. Stop trading


Time limit

Beginners get access to the public part of the training


